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Abstract: The article deals with the algorithm of the building material structure based on its photomicrographs by means of point images statistical analysis. The obtained values allow the defining of the basic characteristics of the material structure.
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Sažetak: U radu se razmatra algoritam strukture građevinskog materijala na temelju njegove fotomikrografije pomoću statističke analize točkastih slika. Dobivene vrijednosti omogućavaju definiranje osnovnih karakteristika strukture materijala.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the directions of materials science that has significantly developed in the last decade is a structure-based research of the modeling and optimization of building composites [1,2]. The success of this research area is largely due to the possibility of a more effective control of the desired performance formation based on structural information, the evolving theory of the self-organization of dispersed systems [3] and the overall technical level of the improvement in the field of the research of composite materials. The qualitative results about the self-organizing processes in the materials and their models have been obtained in a number of studies [4]. A transition to the quantitative values and their correlations is more productive in choosing the optimal control actions on the composite properties by using the statistical procedures. In relation to that, it is necessary to analyze the possibility of obtaining such characteristics by simple means, by considering their content component and the possibility of building the “structure-properties” of statistical models. Such models, in comparison to the traditional “composition-properties” for material science models, have a number of advantages, i.e. a clear quantitative and qualitative interpretation, the possibility of considering the received dependences of the materials’ broad classes, the possibility of their use to express the estimation of properties, and an easy transition to the physical models.

In composite materials, the interaction between their components – binder, filler and additives, is complex [5]. This, in particular, can appear in the tendency to form the distributions of components’ particles, as well as the pores and internal separation boundary in accordance with the laws that differ from the purely random ones, given by the Poisson law. At each fixed scale level, such a deviation can belong to two types (Fig. 1).

If the attraction force between the particles dominates, they form clusters. At the opposite tendency, quasi-regular structures are formed based on the maximum repulsion principle. This distribution is easy to acquire by giving the same charges to the movable particles.

As a “reference point” for the complexity degree, it is possible to accept the DLVO theory that takes into account the only van-der-Waals and coulomb interactions. Particles obeying this theory are already characterized by structure organization and the complex interactions, i.e. periodic colloidal structures [5], long and short coagulation contacts are formed. The transition to the particles of complex nature, the possibility of structural and mechanical barriers formation, and other causes significantly complicate the accurate examination of the particles interaction in the composite binder test.
2. MAIN SECTION

One way to solve the problems arising in the study of the composite particles interaction is the transition to a simplified system - the original model. The distribution of macroscopic particles on the surface and in the bulk liquid phase [4] can be used particularly in such a model. In such systems, despite their relative simplicity and the ease of the experimental methods, processes of structure formation occur. Due to the capillary forces between particulates (2 to 5 mm), there is a preferential attraction; and what should additionally be taken into account at close range is their electrostatic, van der Waals and other types of interactions. The considered method of the processes of physical modeling in composites by using a particulate was used [4], and the introduction of a quantitative description increases its productivity.

One of the easiest ways to study the macrostructure of composites and their models based on the optical methods of studying at a relatively low increase (10x-1000x), for which a microscopic investigation in the reflected light is used which has not lost its relevance in spite of the emergence and development of more advanced techniques [6]. Enhanced with the corresponding means of fixing images (CCD-camera and the associated equipment, together with the software), the conventional microscopic study is transformed into computer microscopy techniques.

For a variety of materials, the structures observed by using the optical methods are characterized as small particles, pores, and other objects, and their spatial distribution can be examined.

Consider the possible options of the point objects of this type:
1. The particle components of the composite – the research is released if they are painted in different colors or vary in the gray scale.
2. The pores – there is no need for a stereological reconstruction of the observed object porous structure with the point approach.
3. Projections of cracks and internal borders’ phase boundary on the chips or grinding – the point approach is possible to use in such objects only after the machine image segmentation of these lines and surfaces.
4. Mineral growths processed with a special treatment (e.g. phenolphthalein for lime in the cement stone, tannin for cracks).

The process of the investigation of these structures is as follows:
1. With the help of an electronic microscope eyepiece, converted to macro mode webcams and similar equipment, micrographs of a thin section or a smooth flat cleavage of the material are obtained. Further, it will be assumed that a preparation produced by appropriate means if necessary (such as a cement stone processed by a phenolphthalein developer). As an example, consider the implementation of the algorithm processing the micrographs of a plastering material based on gypsum and perlite [7] (Fig.2).

2. Further processing may be carried out by using a free software such as Nih Image, ImageJ and its derivatives, Image Tools and many commercial ones (e.g. Optimas). The Nih Image 1.62 Fat software [8], which has become a classic in the field of medicine and biology, was used in the emulator Executor 2.0 environment. The macro batch file for micrograph processing was written. After a background subtraction, a threshold separation image (Threshold) was carried out. Next, the filtering, which allows to remove the noise image produced by unrelated pixels was conducted. Furthermore, after the transfer to a binary image, the ultimate point of erosion (ultimate eroded point) was built. After the threshold separation and binarization, small clusters of pixels appear on the screen corresponding to the most central area of the original objects (Fig. 3).

Such objects may be analyzed automatically and display the values of their origin (their other parameters in the considered approach is not required) to the file (Fig. 4).
The third phase of the structure analysis is carried out by using the points’ location on the plane and in the space analysis software (PPA (DOS), Past – Paleontological software, Ppa (mac) and others. The latter is activated as accessible on the same emulator.

Consider the results of its work; they are displayed graphically.

The analysis of the distribution point can be made by a square grid (squares analysis). The square grid with side $a$ (1) is imposed on the dot pattern.

\[ a = \sqrt{\frac{\text{Preparation area}}{2 \times \text{Number of points}}} \] (1)

Figure 5 shows an example of such a construction:

![Figure 5](image)

Figure 5. An analysis of the statistical characteristics of a point image by the square method

Furthermore, the number of events (in this case - of the particles or pores) in each square is calculated and the considered frequencies are processed statistically (Fig. 6).

The dispersion index [9] or Fano factor is defined as the ratio of the variance $\sigma^2$ to the mean frequency $\mu$ (2)

\[ D = \frac{\sigma^2}{\mu} \] (2)

If $D = 1$, the image is random. This means that the set data has no dominant trend for clustering or dispersion. If $D < 1$, the point image has a regular structure, i.e. the point spread in the observed region is more or less regular. The dispersion index depends on the values of the mean values, which is why an additional criterion, the Lefkovitch index is used [10] (3) (in radians):

\[ \Delta = \frac{4}{\pi} \arctg \frac{s^2}{\sigma^2} - 1 \] (3)

Here $s^2$ - the variation of the frequency in this sample, $\sigma^2$ - the variation of random distributions, the Poisson distribution is substituted for the value of the average, $\sigma^2 = \mu$. As the dispersion index, $\Delta = 0$ corresponds to a random distribution, $\Delta = -1$ - regular and $\Delta = 1$ - cluster.

The Eberhardt Index [11] (4) also allows on the test the assessment of the grouping of the object degree. $S$ – the standard deviation and $\bar{X}$ the average evaluation of the distance from a random point to the test.

\[ I_E = \left( \frac{S}{\bar{X}} \right)^2 + 1 \] (4)
The corresponding limit values are shown in Fig. 7. All major statistical characteristics indicate a high probability of a cluster formation in this sample.

The nature of the particles’ mutual arrangement can be detected from the distribution diagram of the distance between the particles (Fig. 8). What can be found on the values of the density maxima are the approximate location of the coordination spheres (approximately 100 and 150 microns) and the mean value of the effective radius [12], characterizing the size of the "dead" space around the object under the study.

Figure 8. The distribution of distance between the particles and derivative values.

3. CONCLUSION

Thus, a consistent application of computer image and statistical processing of the micrographs and similar material structure images reveal the characteristic structure of the material and specify the conditions of their non-random distribution. This, in turn, may be interpreted as the evidence of the material self-organization process of the spatial structure that occurs at different time stages. The processes of space-time self-organization of composite materials are a significant influencing factor determining their performance.
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